The construction
You can follow the construction step by step on Figure 3.-Figure 9 . at the end of this notes.
Theorem. Let D and E be finite distributive lattices; let D have more than one element. Let ϕ be a {0, 1}-preserving homomorphism of D into E. There exists a finite isoform lattice L and an isoform ideal K of L such that D ∼ = Con L, E ∼ = Con K, and ϕ is represented by the restriction map.
We associate with the {0, 1}-preserving homomorphism ϕ an "inverse map" : JE → JD, where on an x ∈ JE is defined as the smallest element of D that is mapped to an element ≥ x by ϕ. Then x ∈ JD. It is clear that is an order-preserving mapping from P = JE into Q = JD.
To each p ∈ P, q ∈ Q we assine lattices S p and S q , isomorphic to M 3 (which is a simple lattice with separator).
Then take the following direct products:
Let us remark that in (S p | p ∈ P ) the unit elements i p of the components genarate a sublattice B P which is called the skeleton of S P . Similarly, S Q has a skeleton B Q . These are Boolean lattices. S = S P × S Q . The skeleton B of S is the direct product of the skeletons of the components. We applay (P) (ie pruning) for both products and the posets P and Q these yeald the pruned direct products T P resp. T Q . The skeletons B P and B Q remains unchanged by pruning, we call these the skelatons of the pruned direct products T P resp. T Q . By [2] we have: Con T P ∼ = E = Down P , Con T Q ∼ = D = Down Q and both lattices are isoform.
The congruence kernel (the class which contains 0) of a congruence Φ ∈ T Q (res. T P ) has the form I = [0, a] where a is an element of the skeleton, ie. the every congruence is determined by its restriction to the skeleton B Q (resp T P ). Φ = Cg(I) which is the same as by distributive lattices:
Define:
The congruence lattice, Con T is evidently E × D and the skeleton is B P × T Q .
Let K be the lattice (ideal) T P , it is isoform and Con K ∼ = E. We must construct an other isoform lattice L satisfying: Con L ∼ = D and the restriction of the congruences to K is just ϕ. The second component T Q of T has the congruence lattice D. We will get L from T as a join-homomorphic image. To ensure that K
is an ideal of L it is easy to see S q , q ∈ Q must contain (as ideal) some of the S p -s, p ∈ P for all q = p .
Let A q be the direct product of all S p -s, q = p , this is an ideal of S P . By the pruning process (as S P went to T P ) the ideal A q results C q an ideal of T Q . u q is the unit element of A q these is the same as the unit element of C q . We consider S p , q = p as an ideal of A q . Let us take T q = S q × C q (q ∈ Q) and we define a join-congruence Θ q on these lattice. Θ q has only one non-trivial congruence class, this contains the elements:
(
Remark. There is an other possibility that we delete condition (1) . The join congruence is on Figure 1 . and lattice (S q × C q )/Θ q is presented on Figure 2 . T q is an ideal of T Q and C q is an ideal of T P . Consequently, T q is an ideal of T Q ×T P = T . Then we can extend the join-congruence Θ q of T q to the whole T . We use for this extension the same latter. Let Θ be the join of these join-congruences, Θ = (Θ q | p ∈ Q) (we can consider this as the product congruence).
The join-homomorphic image of a finite lattice is a lattice, therefore L is a lattice. The elements of K in T form one-element Θ-classes, therefore K is an ideal of L.
We need to describe the congruences of L.
2.
The congruences of L Lemma 1. L is congruence-preservig extension of T Q .
Proof. T Q is a sublattice of L. Figure 2. shows that S q and therefore T q is a sublattice of the join-homomorhic image of S q × C q . Let Φ be a congruence relation of L. Then H Φ = { q ∈ Q | i q ≡ 0 (Φ) } is a downset of Q: the restriction of Φ to the sublattice T Q is a congruence and Con T Q ∼ = Down Q which proves the statment.
Let H be a downset of Q, we define a congruence Φ H of L. First we define congruences Π H on T P and Ψ H on T Q .
We know Con T Q ∼ = Down Q this means to the down set H of Q we can associate a congruence Ψ H . Let H be the invers image of H by the mapping , ie H = { p ∈ P | p ∈ H }. This is a downset of P . By the definition of T P , Con T P ∼ = Down P and therefore to H there corresponds a congruence Π H of T P . But T = T P × T Q , we can consider on T the product congruence Π H × Ψ H .
Notice that by both congruence the congruence classes are intervals [a, b] where a and b are elements of the skeletons.
L is the join-homorphic image of T . Then define Φ H as the image of Π H × Ψ H . This is evidently a join-congruence of L. That this is at the same time a congruence it follows from the remark that the congruence classes are determined by the skeleton.
and use (P) for these we get T H resp. T H . The Φ H -classes are isomorphic to the join-homomorphic images of the T H × T H and Φ H = Cg((T H × T H )/Θ). The restriction of Φ H to the set {i q } is obviously the downset H, ie the mapping H → Φ H is a one-to-one corresponence.
Lemma 2. L is isoform.
Proof. In Lemma 1. we have described the congruences Φ H .
Lemma 3. The restriction of the congruences of L to K is the mapping ϕ.
Proof. Trivial.
3. An illustration of the construction Let P = {a, b} and Q = {c, d}. On Figure 3 you can see the schematic diagram of S = S p × S Q , in this simplified version S a , S b , S d are isomorphic to 2 and S c is isomorphic to the three-element chain. (In the construction these are all isomorphic to M 3 .) The elements of K are blackfilled. 
